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1.1 TENSES 

• Present simple 

He / John

She / Fatima       + v(s) + ….

It / The dog

He speaks English and French.

They / George & Kate

We  / Josh & I

You                                   + v + ….

I 

They study modern history.
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PAST SIMPLE 

S + v-ed + ….

We played volleyball.

She wrote a letter.
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GOING TO 

• I’m going to study modern history. • What is she doing tonight?

PRESENT CONTINUOUS 

Future

Going to Present 
continuous 
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1.2 QUESTIONS

Questions

Questions with 
question words

Yes-No 
questions
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QUESTIONS WITH QUESTION WORDS

• What, where, which, how, who, when, why, whose

Where is the bus stop?

• Which, what, & whose + noun

Whose book is this?

Which shirt do you want? 

What type of sport do you like?
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• Which for a limited choice.

Which shirt do you want? The black one or the white one?

What novels do you read?
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HOW 

• How + adj

How tall are you?

• How many

How many notebooks do you want?

• How + adv

How often do you go to cinema?

• How much 

How much is this pen?
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YES-NO QUESTIONS

• Are you sick?
Yes, I am.
No, I’m not.

• Does he want to go?
Yes, he does.
No, he doesn’t. 
• Can they  attend the meeting? 
Yes, they can.
No, they can’t. 
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VERBS WITH AN AUXILIARY VERBS

• Positive 

She is working hard. 

Ali and John are watching a film.

• Question 

Is she working hard.

What are they watching?
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VERBS WITH NO AUXILIARY VERBS

• Positiv

Ali and Ahmed live in Southampton. 

He played piano.

• Question 

Do Ali and Ahmed live in Southampton?

What did he play? 
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• Hi. My name’s Carly and  I come from Australia. But I live near London now 
with my husband Dave and our three children. I came to Britain fifteen years 
ago when I got married. I’m a student with the Open University. This means I 
watch special programmes on the television and work at home. I send my 
work to my course  teacher every week. I’m studying art and the course is 
really interesting.  At the moment, I’m reading about Italian painters in Italian, 
which is difficult because I only speak a little Italian!

• My course started a year ago and it’s three years long.  After I graduate, I’m 
going to look for a job in an art gallery or museum. 
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